LIFTS & EQUIPMENTS - ITALY

elevators
elevateures
ascensori
asansor
lifts

BxH - Bonex elevator for hospital

Bonex, style in elevators
we care our products
we respect our customers

Bonex office was born in 1985 with main goal to export
lifts components to Middle East.
In 1990 after only a few year it started its evolution to
meet commercial requirements and built a 1300m2
covered store on a 2000m2 land to satisfy customer's
need. Market's demand and the acquired experience
in the elevators field arised the need to start production
to be more competitive.
Bonex starting manufacturing took to higher level by
asking for German TUV quality certification of either
the company and each products as well as certification
of complete implants. In 2001 Bonex needed to buy
one more production store of 1000m2 next to the
existing one. Due to the increase of products request
lately Bonex has been specializing in the supply of lift
hospitals besides standard one and we are proud of
the last new born i.e. the home lift gearless and the
hydraulic one.
Companies cooperating to make up our lifts are the
world leader ones in their field like Ziehl-Abegg-Alberto
Sassi - Top Gears -Wittur - Monteferro – Vega.
BONEX SAS
www.bonex.it
info@bonex.it
BxS - Bonex exclusive elevator car

www.bonex.it

BxP1
Glossy stainless steel

BxW
Wooden walls

BxT
Stainless steel and mirror with staves

BxJ
Asymmetric design car (precoated steel plate)

BxP2
Panoramic elevator for interior

BxP3
Panoramic elevator - waterproof

BxQ
Panoramic car with applied graphics on wall

BxFarah
Laminate, RGB light system (optional)

Ceilings and lightning
STRIPES AND SPOTS
LED lights

GRID
spot LED light
fluorescent light

STRIPED
fluorescent light

SIDES
fluorescent light

WAVE
fluorescent light

FOUR
spot LED lights

Floor surface

TC 2404

PR ** 503

RS ** 660

RS ** 617

RS * 609

Stainless steel examples

Stainless steel elephant
SL-E

Stainless steel damask
SL-D

Stainless steel squares
SL-S

Stainless steel linen
SL-L

Control panels
(COP) Car Operator Panel
(LOP) Landing Operator Panel
standard or vandalproof button
LCD or TFT (optional) display
1. 3. 5. 7. Landing operator panel
2. 4. 6. Car operator panel
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Electric components
complete prewiring for shaft and cabin
both hydraulic and electric technology

Shaft prewiring

Shaft prewiring
Control panel
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Mechanicals
complete mechanical components for elevators
cataphoresis protection (salt resistance)

Electric car frame and
protected counterweight

www.bonex.it

Hydraulic car frame

Doors for elevators
automatic landing and cabin doors
standard and customized solutions

Two panels,
side opening

Glass panels, top and
bottom frame

www.bonex.it

Three panels,
side opening

Glass panels,
four sides frame

Four panels,
central opening

Six panels,
central opening

Special stainless steel door

Stainless steel painted door

Round glass doors

Italy

BONEX SAS
via dell’Industria, 18
40023 Castel Guelfo
(Bologna), Italy
via dell’Industria, 20
40023 Castel Guelfo
(Bologna), Italy
tel: +39 0542 670168
fax: +39 0542 670402
www.bonex.it
info@bonex.it

Lebanon

INDUSTRIEL & TRADE
BONEX SARL
Airport Rd. - Bella casa Bld.
Beirut - Lebanon
tel: +961 1 450135
fax: +961 1 450136

Saudi Arabia
COMPONENTS

ALMINA LIFTS (BONEX LIFTS)
behind Eletrics Co.
Industral area - Jeddah
tel: +966 5588384889/90
fax: +966 2 6362211

Saudi Arabia
COMPLETE LIFT
ARAR

FARHAN AYED ZAHER
AL ANAZI AL TEJERYEEA
Hai al Mossaedyaah
Industral area
91441 Arar
tel: +966 46633132
mob: +966 0532203030

Syria

ALSOURIA ALITALIVA LIFTS
(BONEX LIFTS)
Industrial Area
Damascos
tel: +966 5588384889/90
fax: +966 2 6362211

Jordan

ITALIAN FACTORY LIFTS
(BONEX LIFTS)
Almuqabilain
Tha’labah Al-Ameli St.
Amman

Algeria

EL HARIRI (BONEX LIFT)
Cite des travailleurs
(Communal) Lot 12N21
Dal El Beida
tel: 00213 552892545
fax: 00213 2 1506205

Qatar

AL MAAMOURA LIFTS & ECALATORS
(BONEX LIFTS)
Industrial Area, Street 49 Gate 159
Doha
tel: +966 5588384889/90
fax: +966 2 6362211

Tunisie

SOCIETE JARRAYA FRERES
(BONEX LIFTS)
Sfax-Jadida
sjf_ascenseurs@yahoo.com

